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Abstract

Deep neural networks based on rectified linear units

(ReLUs) can suffer reduction in representation capacity

due to dead units. Moreover, approximating very deep

networks trained with dropout at test time can be more

inexact due to the several layers of nonlinearities. To

address the aforementioned problems, we propose to

learn the activation functions of hidden units for very deep

networks via maxout. However, maxout units increase

the model parameters, and therefore model may suffer

from overfitting; we alleviate this problem by employing

elastic net regularization (ENR). We perform extensive

experiments and reach state-of-the-art results on the

USPS and MNIST datasets.

Motivation

• Preserve the representation capacity of very deep

networks due to dead ReLUs by learning the

activation functions of units via maxout.

• Learn features that are quite linearly separable such

that a linear SVM can successfully replace the fully

connected layers of the model.

Proposed approach

- Maxout: The output of a maxout unit k at layer l, ℎ(𝑥)𝑘
𝑙 ,

can be written as follows

ℎ(𝑥)𝑘
𝑙 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑗∈[1,𝑐]𝑂(𝑥)𝑘𝑗

𝑙

where 𝑂(𝑥)𝑘𝑗
𝑙 is the output of a linear regressor j at layer l,

and c is the number of feature extractors or channels

across which we max pool.

- ENR: The elastic net regularization can be seen as a

linear combination of L1-norm and L2-norm regularizations

where we optimize for W in the following

−argmin
𝑤
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- FS: Transforms features, 𝑥(𝑖), to the same scale, 𝑥𝑧
(𝑖)

,

such that features which vary less are not dominated by

features that vary more.

𝑥𝑧
(𝑖)

=
𝑥(𝑖) − ҧ𝑥(𝑖)

𝑉𝑎𝑟 𝑥(𝑖)

- Learning algorithm

Results

Experimental results for the USPS dataset are in Table 1.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose to learn the activation function

of units in the S-ResNet via maxout units since ReLU

units can die out in training and impact representation

capacity of very deep networks. We employ ENR for

further regularization of the S-ResNet model due to

increased parameterization based on the maxout units.

Our experiments show that we outperform all earlier

reported results, including human performance on the

USPS dataset. On the MNIST dataset, we obtain very

competitive results.

Proposed Approach

• Replace ReLUs with maxout units for improved

model capacity.

• Employ ENR for regularizing the S-ResNet.

• Employ Feature Standardization (FS) for improved

optimization and regularization of the classifier SVM.

Fig.1. A hypothetical block of two hidden layers

Results

Experiment results for the MNIST dataset are in Table 2.
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